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ABSTRACT

Strong gravitational lensing by clusters of galaxies probes the mass distribution at the core of each

cluster and magnifies the universe behind it. MACS J0417.5−1154 at z = 0.443 is one of the most mas-

sive clusters known, based on weak lensing, X-ray, and Sunyaev-Zel’dovich analyses. Here we compute

a strong lens model of MACSJ0417 based on Hubble Space Telescope imaging observations collected,

in part, by the Reionization Lensing Cluster Survey (RELICS) and recently reported spectroscopic

redshifts from VLT MUSE. We measure an Einstein radius of θE '22′′ at z = 9 and a mass projected

within 200 kpc of M(200 kpc) = 1.78+0.01
−0.03× 1014M�. Using this model, we measure a ratio between the

mass attributed to cluster-member galaxy halos and the main cluster halo of order 1:100. We assess the

probability to detect magnified high-redshift galaxies in the field of this cluster, both for comparison
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with RELICS HST results and as a prediction for the JWST Guaranteed Time Observations upcoming

for this cluster. Our lensing analysis indicates that this cluster has similar lensing strength to other

clusters in the RELICS program. Our lensing analysis predicts a detection of at least a few z ∼ 6− 8

galaxies behind this cluster, at odds with a recent analysis that yielded no such candidates in this field.

Reliable strong lensing models are crucial for accurately predicting the intrinsic properties of lensed

galaxies. As part of the RELICS program, our strong lensing model produced with the Lenstool

parametric method is publicly available through the Mikulski Archive for Space Telescopes (MAST).

Keywords: gravitational lensing: strong - galaxies: clusters: individual: MACSJ0417.5-1154

1. INTRODUCTION

In our view of the history of the universe, the epoch of

reionization remains the least well observed. During the

first billion years, the universe was largely neutral. Half

the IGM in the universe was reionized by z = 8 ± 1

(Planck Collaboration et al. 2016a) and nearly com-

pletely by z = 6. The end of reionization is evidenced by

Gunn-Peterson (Gunn & Peterson 1965) troughs (due to

absorption by neutral intergalactic hydrogen) observed

in z > 6 quasar spectra, but not in spectra at z < 6

(Becker et al. 2001, 2015; Djorgovski et al. 2001; Fan

et al. 2006). Observing galaxies during the epoch of

reionization remains a challenge. They are much fainter

due to their great distance and smaller sizes, and any

Lyman-α emission is often scattered or absorbed by the

surrounding neutral gas.

Strong lensing magnification by clusters of galaxies

offers a privileged view of the high-z universe. Sev-

eral studies already highlight the high power of gravi-

tational lenses to reveal objects that would have been

inaccessible otherwise. Deep observations of Frontier

Fields clusters (Lotz et al. 2016) were particularly im-

portant for probing the faint end of high-redshift lumi-

nosity functions and the galaxies most likely responsi-

ble for reionization (Atek et al. 2015; Livermore et al.

2016; Yue et al. 2017; ?; Bouwens et al. 2017; Ishigaki

et al. 2018; Bhatawdekar et al. 2018; Atek et al. 2018),

as well as finding high redshift candidates (e.g. z∼ 10

galaxy Oesch et al. 2018). The Cluster Lensing And

Supernova survey with Hubble (CLASH; Postman et al.

2012) yielded z ∼ 6−11 galaxies observed more brightly

(Bradley et al. 2014; Zheng et al. 2012; Coe et al. 2013).

Even after these large surveys, many clusters had yet to

be observed by Hubble Space telescope (HST) at near-

infrared wavelengths (1.0 – 1.7 µm) to search for distant

galaxies.

MACS J0417.5−1154 (hereafter, MACSJ0417) was

discovered by the MAssive Cluster Survey (MACS; Ebel-

ing et al. 2001) as part of the ROSAT (Voges et al. 1999)

catalog of bright sources. MACSJ0417 at z = 0.443

is one of the most X-ray luminous clusters delivering

2.9×1045 erg s−1 between 0.1−2.4 keV. Based on Chan-

dra X-ray observations, Mann & Ebeling (2012) report

that the peak of the X-ray emission is centered on the

primary brightest cluster galaxy (BCG) with a slight

diffuse emission extended toward the second brightest

galaxy in the cluster core. Dwarakanath et al. (2011),

Parekh et al. (2017), and Sandhu et al. (2018) confirm

this feature in the radio. Parekh et al. (2017) highlight

the similarity in morphology to the clusters Abell 2746

and 1E 0657−56 (the “Bullet cluster”), strengthening

the hypothesis made by Mann & Ebeling (2012) that

MACSJ0417 is a recent merger, probably oriented along

the line of sight, or alternatively, caught close to a

turnaround.

MACSJ0417 was also detected by the Planck Early

Sunyaev-Zel’dovich (ESZ) catalog (Planck Collabora-

tion et al. 2011) and with M500 = (1.23±0.05)×1015M�
had the fourth highest mass of all 1,094 confirmed clus-

ters with measured redshifts and mass estimates in

the Planck PSZ2 catalog (Planck Collaboration et al.

2016b). Similarly, a weak lensing analysis recorded

M500 = (1.89± 0.25)× 1015M�, the third highest mass

estimate of 27 clusters measured by Weighing the Giants

(Applegate et al. 2014).

Based on all of these factors, MACSJ0417 was in-

cluded in the Reionization Lensing Cluster Survey

(RELICS). RELICS is a large Hubble Space telescope
(HST) Treasury program, GO 14096 (PI Coe), to ob-

serve 46 fields strongly lensed by 41 massive galaxy clus-

ters. The primary goals of the program are to identify

candidates of high-redshift (6 < z < 12) galaxies mag-

nified by the foreground clusters (Salmon et al. 2017,

2018) with photometric redshifts estimated from multi-

band imaging with HST and Spitzer (PI Bradač), and

to better constrain luminosity functions at the epoch of

reionization. Full details of the project will be described

in a forthcoming publication (Coe et al., in preparation).

Of particular interest is the potential to identify targets

to be observed with the James Webb Space Telescope

(JWST). To support this goal and increase the scientific

impact of this program, strong lens models are being

computed by the RELICS team (Cerny et al. 2018; Ace-

bron et al. 2017; Cibirka et al. 2018; Paterno-Mahler
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et al. 2018) and released to the scientific community via

the Mikulski Archive for Space Telescopes (MAST).1

The work presented here and the companion paper,

Jauzac et al. (2018), represent the first public strong

lensing analyses on MACS J0417.5−1154.

The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we give

an overview of the data. Section 3 details the strong

lensing analysis, and the results discussed in Section 4.

In section 5 we describe predictions for observing the

high-redshift universe by current and future facilities. In

section 6 we summarize the main results of this work.

Throughout this paper we adopt a standard Λ-CDM

cosmology with Ωm = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7 and h = 0.7. All

magnitudes are given in the AB system (Oke 1974).

2. DATA

2.1. Imaging

2.1.1. HST

MACSJ0417 was first observed by HST in Cy-

cle 16, as part of a snapshot survey of MACS clusters

(SNAP 11103; PI Ebeling) with WFC2 in F606W and

F814W. Deeper WFC3/UVIS F606W and ACS F814W

imaging data were obtained in Cycle 17 as part of Chan-

dra proposal ID #11800792 (joint with HST GO-12009;

PI von der Linden). It was then observed as part of the

RELICS GO program with four filters on the WFC3-

IR camera, F160W, F140W, F125W, and F105W; and

F435W on ACS. Our analysis makes use of HST ACS

and WFC3 imaging of MACSJ0417, not the original

WFPC2 shallow observations obtained by the MACS

snapshot program SNAP 11103. Table 1 lists the dates

and exposure times of the HST observations used in this

work.

The ACS and WFC3 data were aligned to the same

pixel frame and combined using standard procedures as

described in Cerny et al. (2018). This work made use

of images drizzled onto both 30 mas px−1 and 60 mas

px−1, to take advantage of the full resolution capabilities

of the UVIS and ACS cameras, and proper sampling of

the point spread function. We provide the fully reduced

imaging data as service to the community, and they are

publicly available as high level data products on MAST.

2.1.2. Spitzer

Spitzer/Infrared Array Camera (IRAC) images for

MACS0417-11 come from S-RELICS (Spitzer -RELICS,

PI Bradač, PI Soifer) and reach 13 hours of total ex-

posure time in each of IRAC channels 1 and 2 (3.6µm

and 4.5µm). The data reduction will be described in

1 https://archive.stsci.edu/prepds/relics/

detail in Strait et al., (in prep.); to create the mosaic

images we use the MOsaicker and Point source EXtrac-

tor (mopex2) and largely follow the process described in

the IRAC Cookbook3 for the COSMOS medium-deep

data.

The intra-cluster light subtraction and flux extraction

are done using T-PHOT (Merlin et al. 2015), designed

to perform PSF-matched, prior-based, multi-wavelength

photometry as described in Merlin et al. (2015, 2016).

This is done by convolving cutouts from a high resolu-

tion image (in this case, F160W) using a low resolution

PSF transformation kernel that matches the F160W res-

olution to the IRAC (low-resolution) image. T-PHOT

then fits a template to each source detected in F160W

to best match the pixel values in the IRAC image. The

IRAC fluxes are then combined with HST fluxes in cat-

alogs.

2.2. Spectroscopy

2.2.1. LDSS3

We obtained multislit spectroscopy of MACSJ0417

with the upgraded Low Dispersion Survey Spectrograph

(LDSS3-C)4 on the Magellan Clay telescope, on 2017

July 27 using University of Michigan allocation (PI:

Sharon). Two multislit masks were designed, with 1.′′0

slits placed on multiple images of lensed galaxies at high-

est priority, and the rest of the mask filled with back-

ground sources and cluster-member galaxies. Due to

weather conditions, only one of the masks was observed,

with three exposures of 1200 seconds each. The seeing

ranged between 0.′′5−0.′′7, with some clouds present dur-

ing the observation. The data were obtained with the

VPH-ALL grism (4250 Å < λ < 10000 Å) with spec-

tral resolution R=450-1100 across the wavelength range.

The spectroscopic data were reduced using the standard

procedures using the COSMOS data reduction package

(Dressler et al. 2011; Oemler et al. 2017). We measured

a spectroscopic redshift of zspec = 0.871 for image 1.3 (α

= 04:17:33.70, δ = -11:54:39.70), based on [OII] λ 3728

and Hβ line emission. The data yielded a spectroscopic

redshift for another background source (α =4:17:35.942,

δ = −11:54:59.29), at zspec= 1.046, from [OII] λ3728,

[OIII] λ4959,5007; however, this source is not multiply-

imaged and was not used as constraint in the lens model

(see Section 3).

2 http://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/data/SPITZER/docs/
dataanalysistools/tools/mopex/

3 http://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/data/SPITZER/docs/
dataanalysistools/cookbook/

4 http://www.lco.cl/telescopes-information/magellan/
instruments/ldss-3

https://archive.stsci.edu/prepds/relics/
http://www.lco.cl/telescopes-information/magellan/ instruments/ldss-3
http://www.lco.cl/telescopes-information/magellan/ instruments/ldss-3
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Table 1. Observation Information

Camera, filter Exp. Time (s) UT Date Program

ACS F435W 2000.0 2016-11-30 GO-14096

WFC3/UVIS F606W 5364.0 2011-01-20 GO-12009

WFC3/UVIS F606W 1788.0 2011-02-28 GO-12009

ACS F814W 1910.0 2010-12-10 GO-12009

WFC3/IR F105W 705.9 2016-12-30 GO-14096

WFC3/IR F105W 755.9 2017-02-10 GO-14096

WFC3/IR F125W 380.9 2016-12-30 GO-14096

WFC3/IR F125W 355.9 2017-02-11 GO-14096

WFC3/IR F140W 380.9 2016-12-30 GO-14096

WFC3/IR F140W 355.9 2017-02-10 GO-14096

WFC3/IR F160W 1005.9 2016-12-30 GO-14096

WFC3/IR F160W 1005.9 2017-02-11 GO-14096

A full description of the RELICS Magellan/LDSS3

followup results will be presented in a future paper

(Mainali et al. in prep).

2.2.2. MUSE

The field was observed with the Multi Unit Spectro-

graphic Explorer (MUSE; Bacon et al. 2010) on 2017

December 12. The MUSE exposure was 3×970 s, or

2910 s in total, and was taken as part of ESO project

0100.A-0792(A). The data were reduced and spectra ex-

tracted as explained in the companion paper Jauzac et

al. (2018). The MUSE field of view, 1′ × 1′, is approx-

imately centered on the BCG, and does not cover the

full extent of the HST field of view. The MUSE spectral

resolution is R=1750–3750 across the wavelength range

4800 – 9300 Å.

This work makes use of the spectroscopic redshifts
measured for lensed galaxies reported in the companion

paper Jauzac et al. (2018)(Table 2). The MUSE ob-

servation confirms the redshift that was obtained with

LDSS3 for image 1.3, zspec= 0.871, and spectroscopi-

cally confirms images 1.1 and 1.2 as counter images of

the same system. Moreover, it reveals [OII] λ3728 emis-

sion from a fourth image at the same redshift, buried

in the light of the BCG. This fourth image is likely not

a complete image, therefore we did not use it as a con-

straint to model the cluster The redshift of system 2

and system 3 are both measured at zspec=1.046. The

two systems correspond to two different galaxies sepa-

rated by ∼ 140 kpc in the source plane according to our

modeling.

For image 4.2 and 4.1, the MUSE data are consistent

with a low-confidence redshift of z=3.10. Due to the

low confidence of this measurement, we do not use it

as a constraint. A full description of the data and re-

sults related to other objects in the field are given in the

companion paper Jauzac et al. (2018)

3. GRAVITATIONAL LENSING ANALYSIS

3.1. Methodology

The lens model of MACSJ0417 was computed using

the public software Lenstool (Jullo et al. 2007), which

is a parametric lens modeling algorithm that employs

Markov Chain Monte Carlo analysis to explore the pa-

rameter space and identify the best-fit solution. The lens

plane is modeled as a linear combination of several mass

halos, each parameterized as a pseudo isothermal ellip-

soidal mass distribution (PIEMD or dPIE; Eĺıasdóttir

et al. 2007) with seven parameters: position x, y; el-

lipticity ε; position angle θ; core radius rc; cut radius

rcut; and normalization σ0. The two radii parameters,

rc and rcut, define the region rc . r . rcut in which

the mass profile is isothermal; the mass density transi-

tions smoothly, but drops rapidly beyond rcut. The clus-

ter mass distribution is typically dominated by cluster-

scale and group-scale halos, whose parameters are set

free. Galaxy-scale halos are placed at the observed po-

sitions of cluster-member galaxies, with positional pa-

rameters (x, y, θ, ε) fixed at the observed values of their

light distribution as measured with SExtractor (Bertin

& Arnouts 1996) and the other parameters scaled with

the luminosity of the galaxy in F814W, following scal-

ing relations as described in Limousin et al. (2005). The

normalization parameter of the scaling relation, σ∗0 , is

left as free parameter. The slope parameters and nor-

malization of the three brightest galaxies are solved in-

dividually, and those are decoupled from the scaling re-

lations of the other cluster member galaxies. The BCG
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is clearly bluer than the cluster red sequence due to on-

going star formation (Green et al. 2016) and therefore is

not expected to follow the same scaling relation (Post-

man et al. 2012). The other two galaxies dominate the

subgroup at the north of the field of view, and by leaving

their parameters free we allow for a larger contribution

of underlying dark matter halo at this region. An alter-

native approach would be to model these two galaxies as

regular cluster members, and adding two other group-

scale halos to model their dark matter component as is

done in our companion paper Jauzac et al. (2018).

Cluster member galaxies were selected based on their

F606W-F814W color with respect to the cluster red se-

quence in a color-magnitude diagram.

The lens model is constrained with sets of multiple

images, identified in the HST imaging data and clas-

sified as described below. The position of each image

is used as a constraint. Where substructure is clearly

identified and can be robustly matched between images,

we use multiple emission knots in each image, which

indirectly constrains the relative magnification between

images. We refrain from over-weighting systems by lim-

iting the number of emission knots used in any single

image to four.

Where known, spectroscopic redshifts are used as fixed

redshift constraints. These are available for systems 1,

2, and 3. Most of the other systems have photometric

redshifts from the RELICS analysis. However, follow-

ing Cerny et al. (2018) and Johnson & Sharon (2016),

who studied the effects of redshift accuracy on the lens

model, the redshifts of systems with no zspec are left as

free parameters with broad limits, to avoid biases due to

photo-z outliers. We check the model-predicted source

redshifts against the photometric redshift in Section 4.1

as an independent confirmation that the model is not

converging onto a completely wrong solution (see dis-

cussion in Cerny et al. 2018).

3.2. Lensing Constraints

We identify 57 images of 17 systems that are used as

constraints, and 7 candidates of strongly-lensed images.

Following the Hubble Frontier Fields ranking process,

we classify the observed lensed images into three cate-

gories: gold, silver, and bronze. The gold category in-

cludes robustly-identified multiply-imaged systems with

a measured spectroscopic redshift; three systems fall

in this category. The silver classification is given to

multiply-imaged systems that are reliably identified as

such by morphology, surface brightness and lensing sym-

metry; 12 systems fall in this category. Images that have

less robust identification, or would not be identified as

counter images without an accurate lens model, were

put in the bronze category and not used as constraints

in our fiducial (silver) model. All systems are shown in

Figure 1, and their coordinates, redshifts, and ranking,

are tabulated in Table 2. We note that system 4 has a

possible redshift of 3.1 from MUSE, however, it is based

on low-confidence features. We choose to not include

the redshift as a constraint in the model, as if it is in-

correct the redshift might bias the model as was shown

by, e.g., Jauzac et al. (2015); Johnson & Sharon (2016);

Cerny et al. (2018); Remolina González et al. (2018).

We identify several other strong lensing features in

the field, which, at the depth of the data in hand, are

not deemed reliable enough to be used as constraints.

We list these candidates in this paper for completeness.

All the candidates are presented in Figure 1, and their

coordinates are tabulated in Table 4 in the Appendix.

3.3. Mass model components

As described in Section 3.1, and typical for parametric

lens modeling algorithms, the lens plane is described by

a combination of several dark matter (DM) halos whose

parameters are allowed to vary, with contribution from

galaxy-scale halos that follow scaling relations. The lens

model of MACSJ0417 includes four “free” DM halos, all

parameterized as PIEMDs. The dominant component

is a cluster-scale halo, whose parameters are all allowed

to vary, with the exception of the truncation radius rcut
that extends beyond the strong lensing regime and can-

not be constrained by the strong lensing evidence. Three

other halos are placed on the three brightest cluster

galaxies, with positional parameters (x, y, ε, θ) follow-

ing their light distribution, and the other parameters

set free. We emphasize that the halos placed on these

galaxies are not to be considered strictly galaxy halos.

The model cannot disentangle the dark matter halo in

which the galaxy is embedded from the underlying dark

matter halo of the cluster or group.
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Figure 1. Composite color image of MACSJ0417 created from HST imaging in ACS F814W (red), WFC3/UVIS F606W
(green), and ACS F435W (blue). Secure multiply-imaged galaxies (gold, silver, and bronze) are labeled with colored circles,
color-coded by system. The white dashed circles label candidate images that were not used as constraints. The red line marks
the location of the critical curve for a source at z = 9.
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Table 2. List of lensing constraints. R.A. and Decl. refers to right ascension and declination of the constraints

location. zspec refers to the spectroscopic constraints, when available; references for the spectroscopic redshifts

are given in the table footnotes. zmodel indicates the best-fit redshift estimates resulting for the “silver” and

“bronze” lens models, with ‘σ uncertainties. rms is the root mean square of the constraints position in the image

plane in arcseconds. The classification scheme is discussed in Section 3.2.

ID R.A. Decl. zspec zmodel rms (′′) zmodel rms (′′) Classification
J2000 J2000 silver silver bronze bronze

1a.1 64.396158 -11.906760 0.8710a · · · 0.07 · · · 0.10 gold

1a.2 64.394310 -11.907136 0.16 0.22

1a.3 64.390348 -11.910864 0.09 0.09

1b.1 64.396081 -11.907255 0.32 0.36

1b.2 64.394729 -11.907583 0.43 0.53

1b.3 64.390299 -11.911274 0.09 0.13

1c.2 64.394371 -11.907409 0.26 0.35

1c.1 64.396364 -11.906983 0.13 0.17

1c.3 64.390488 -11.911052 0.10 0.12

2a.1 64.399096 -11.906369 1.0460b · · · 0.41 · · · 0.47 gold

2a.2 64.395567 -11.911182 0.42 0.45

2a.3 64.391371 -11.912074 0.18 0.24

2b.1 64.399000 -11.906633 0.50 0.57

2b.2 64.395821 -11.911226 0.47 0.48

2b.3 64.391262 -11.912324 0.24 0.30

2c.1 64.399004 -11.906855 0.49 0.56

2c.2 64.395954 -11.911299 0.48 0.49

2c.3 64.391300 -11.912493 0.24 0.30

3.1 64.393180 -11.901537 1.0460b · · · 0.72 · · · 0.59 gold

3.2 64.390026 -11.903434 0.81 0.89

3.3 64.388304 -11.905013 0.30 0.56

4.1 64.399521 -11.907479 · · · 2.26+0.08
−0.08 0.26 2.33+0.07

−0.07 0.50 silver

4.2 64.398529 -11.909839 0.65 0.47

4.3 64.386095 -11.915359 0.60 0.34

5.1 64.379941 -11.897906 · · · 2.27+0.11
−0.14 0.24 2.25+0.09

−0.07 0.20 silver

5.2 64.382370 -11.896413 0.27 0.25

5.3 64.388438 -11.891630 0.51 0.49

6.1 64.379991 -11.897349 · · · 2.34+0.11
−0.17 0.21 2.27+0.09

−0.06 0.24 silver

6.2 64.381808 -11.896390 0.18 0.15

6.3 64.388558 -11.891170 0.46 0.42

7.1 64.394933 -11.897423 · · · d2.09+0.05
−0.05

d0.18 2.09+0.12
−0.08 0.32 bronze

7.2 64.388688 -11.900546 d0.26 0.28

8.1 64.388372 -11.894492 · · · 2.39+0.14
−0.12 0.12 2.35+0.12

−0.09 0.06 silver

8.2 64.386885 -11.895489 0.14 0.04

9.1 64.382068 -11.899994 · · · 5.97+0.01
−0.20 0.35 5.52+0.10

−0.31 0.43 silver

9.2 64.382338 -11.899779 0.22 0.24

Table 2 continued
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Table 2 (continued)

ID R.A. Decl. zspec zmodel rms (′′) zmodel rms (′′) Classification
J2000 J2000 silver silver bronze bronze

10.1 64.398397 -11.907143 · · · 2.02+0.14
−0.10 0.28 2.33+0.07

−0.09 0.43 silver

10.2 64.397785 -11.909114 0.37 0.76

10.3 64.385000 -11.915063 d2.34+0.05
−0.04

d0.30 0.33 bronzec

11.1 64.401544 -11.918912 · · · 3.47+0.36
−0.31 0.18 3.18+0.25

−0.11 0.09 silver

11.2 64.399708 -11.920099 0.30 0.41

12.1 64.396902 -11.897085 · · · 2.84+0.13
−0.13 0.42 2.81+0.16

−0.14 0.34 silver

12.2 64.388640 -11.901300 0.77 0.62

12.3 64.383172 -11.906519 0.26 0.19

13.1 64.397312 -11.897068 · · · 2.89+0.15
−0.13 0.36 2.85+0.14

−0.17 0.32 silver

13.2 64.388420 -11.901684 0.73 0.58

13.3 64.383499 -11.906446 0.28 0.17

14.1 64.382335 -11.900359 · · · d4.40+0.43
−0.21

d0.03 4.43+0.29
−0.39 0.10 bronze

14.2 64.382972 -11.899802 d0.03 0.12

15.1 64.378193 -11.894510 · · · 2.11+0.16
−0.16 0.28 2.09+0.09

−0.08 0.15 silver

15.2 64.381890 -11.892331 0.29 0.20

15.3 64.385361 -11.890071 0.15 0.04

16.1 64.385599 -11.886984 · · · 4.50+1.91
−0.96 0.16 4.66+0.58

−0.33 0.16 silver

16.2 64.380143 -11.888425 0.31 0.26

16.3 64.376525 -11.892540 0.02 0.30

17.1 64.388212 -11.895269 · · · 2.30+0.10
−0.11 0.21 2.16+0.14

−0.06 0.10 silver

17.2 64.387833 -11.895536 0.24 0.11

Note—a Spectroscopic redshift from Magellan / LDSS3 (this work) and confirmed by MUSE (Jauzac et al.
(2018)).
b Spectroscopic redshifts from MUSE (Jauzac et al. (2018)). While systems 2 and 3 are at the same redshift,
these galaxies are separated by ∼ 140 kpc in the source plane.
c In system 10, images 10.1 and 10.2 are classified as silver and 10.3 is classified as bronze. Image 10.3 was
therefore not included in the “silver” model.
d The redshifts an rms value marked by d are values computed using the best fit model computed with silver
constraints fixed and only optimizing the redshifts of the system.

Table 3 lists the best fit parameters of each halo, for

several lens models. The “Silver” model uses as con-

straints the gold and silver arcs; The “Bronze” model

uses gold, silver, and bronze constraints. We describe

the third test model, labeled “Bridge”, below.

As can be visually gleaned from the distribution of

galaxies (figure 1), the cluster core is fairly elongated,

with the second and third brightest galaxies significantly

separated in projection from the BCG. In the X-ray,

(Mann & Ebeling 2012; Parekh et al. 2017) report ex-

tended emission elongated in the SE–NW direction. We

therefore compute an additional lens model that in-

cludes a fifth PIEMD DM halo, forming a mass “bridge”

between the central and NW components. We test this

hypothesis using the gold+silver list of constraints. The

fifth halo is free to vary between the BCG and the NW

component. The core radius of the potential is intention-

ally free to vary up to high value (300 kpc) to allow a

possible flat profile. The cut radius is fixed to a 1.5 Mpc

as the main DM halo potential

We quantitatively compare the quality of three lens

models using two criteria. The first one is the rms, which

describes how well the model reproduces the image-

plane positions of the constraints. The second one is

the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC, introduced by

Schwarz 1978), which is a statistical measurement based

on the model Likelihood L, penalized by the number of

free parameters k and the number of constraints n:

BIC = −2× log(L) + k × log(n), (1)
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The rms gives a good indication of the global distance

between the predicted image positions compared to the

observed one, thus for a fixed number of constraints

a low rms generally implies a better model. The BIC

quantifies an improvement in the model likelihood while

taking into account a possible difference in the num-

ber of parameters and/or constraints between models.

Thus a favorable model will be one with best likelihood

while keeping the lowest BIC value possible. Such cri-

teria were used in previous analyses (Lagattuta et al.

2017; Mahler et al. 2018; Jauzac et al. 2018) to compare

different variation models for a single cluster. The rms

of the Bridge model is slightly better (0.′′36) compared

to the fiducial model (0.′′37). However, the BIC shows

an opposite trend when comparing the two models. We

interpret a higher BIC value for the Bridge model as

an over-fitted model compared to a model without the

bridge. In other words, the model does not improve

enough to justify the addition of new parameters. Sim-

ilar statistical analyses were made in other studies, e.g.:

using a discrimination by the evidence (Limousin et al.

2010), other Likelihood penalization: Akaike Informa-

tion Criterion (Acebron et al. 2017) or a combination of

a large number of indicators (Jauzac et al. 2018).

We compare the mass distribution between the mod-

els and plot their mass contours in Figure 2. The differ-

ence between the two models is most notable the South-

East region of the cluster. While the BCG area is well-

constrained by systems surrounding the BCG, there is

only one system with two images farther out. A con-

firmation of some of the candidate lensed galaxies with

deeper observations would better constrain this region.

4. DISCUSSION OF LENS MODEL RESULTS

The spectroscopic capabilities of MUSE allow us to

detect a central image for System 1, buried in the light

of the BCG. Our model predicts a radial pair at this lo-

cation, however, only a single peak of emission is visible.

We interpret that as the likely result of the source-plane

caustic bisecting the galaxy in the source plane, resulting

in a merging pair configuration where only a small frac-

tion of the source galaxy is lensed into these positions.

A more detailed analysis of the lensing configuration of

this galaxy is presented in the companion paper Jauzac

et al. (2018).

We report an effective Einstein radius of θE '22′′ for

a source at z = 9. The effective Einstein radius is the ra-

dius of a circle with the same area as an ellipse fitted to

the critical curve. We measured a total projected mass

of M(200 kpc) = 1.78+0.01
−0.03×1014M� within 200 kpc. Fig-

ure 4 shows the radial mass profile centered on the BCG.

Using the capability of our parametric approach we com-

pute the mass profile of five different components of our

cluster model: the main cluster-scale dark matter halo,

the halos centered on the three brightest cluster galax-

ies, and the mass distribution of all the other galaxies,

which follow a mass-to-light relation.

We qualitatively report a mass ratio of order 100:1

between the main cluster halo and the mass associated

with the light of cluster elliptical galaxies, excluding the

three brightest galaxies (dark green and magenta lines

in Figure 4). This is consistent with the relative mass to

light ratio of rich clusters of about 1014M� as reported

in Girardi et al. (2002). We note that we report this

qualitative result with no uncertainties attached, since

the statistical uncertainties of the mass profile in Section

4 are likely underestimating the true uncertainty due to

modeling assumptions (e.g., Meneghetti et al. 2017 and

structure along the line of sight (Chiriv̀ı et al. 2018).

4.1. Photometric Redshifts

The lens modeling procedure leaves the redshifts of

images with no spectroscopic redshift as free parameters,

and explores the parameter space to find the most likely

redshift (model-z) of each system. Generally, we find

that the redshifts predicted by the “silver” model are in

agreement with those predicted by the “bronze” model.

A comparison between the lens model-predicted red-

shifts (model-z) and photometric redshift (photo-z) es-

timates can be used for a qualitative assessment of the

validity of the lens model.

The RELICS program delivered photometric redshift

catalogs using BPZ (Beńıtez 2000; Coe et al. 2006) based

on HST photometry measured in ACS and WFC3 im-

ages. We compare our model-z results against photo-

metric redshifts from the public catalog, and against a

photometric redshift analysis that supplements the HST

data with Spitzer photometry and uses a different algo-

rithm: EAZY (Brammer et al. 2008). A thorough de-

scription of the HST+Spitzer photo-z analysis will be

provided in a forthcoming paper, Strait et al. in prep.

The multiplicity (i.e., having several images for each

source) provides an additional means to test the robust-

ness of the photometric redshifts of the lensed galaxies

in this field. We note that in some cases, the photo-z

results of the different images of the same source are in

disagreement, including systems where the visual iden-

tification of images of the same source is entirely un-

ambiguous. This discrepancy could be due to contam-

ination from nearby sources (usually cluster members);

variations in SExtractor’s detection, de-belending, and

segmentation for each multiple image; and photo-z de-

generacies, especially when the lensed image is very faint

(mag > 28). For these reasons, it is instructive to exam-
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25’’ ~ 145 kpc
at z=0.443

E

N

Figure 2. Composite color image of MACSJ0417 created from HST imaging in ACS F814W (red), WFC3/UVIS F606W
(green), and ACS F435W (blue). The white and green lines are projected mass density contours for our fiducial and bridge
model, respectively, plotted at 0.3, 0.5, 0.8, 1.0, 1.5, 3.0 and 5.0 ×109 M� kpc−2. The cyan crosses shows the position of all the
individual DM potentials for our fiducial model. The top red cross shows the position of the center of the bridge potential. The
red arrow indicates the shifted location of the main DM halo located at the red cross. The contour at 1.5× 109M�kpc−2 guides
the eye to the apparent comet-like profile as seen in the X-ray luminosity distribution reported by previous studies (Ebeling
et al. 2014; Parekh et al. 2017; Sandhu et al. 2018). A direct comparison between the DM and X-ray light distributions is shown
in Jauzac et al. (2018). The projected mass density distributions are similar between the models in areas north of the BCG, and
their contours are virtually indistinguishable around the BCG where the lens is well constrained. The main differences between
the models appear in the southeast, due to lack of constraints in that side of the cluster (see sect 3.3 for more details).
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ine the entire probability distribution function (PDF) of

the photo-z and model-z when assessing the agreement

between them, and show them in Figure 3.

Ruling out photo-z solutions that place securely-

identified lensed galaxies in front of the cluster, we

find that the model-z PDF of most of the sources is in

good agreement with the photo-z PDF of at least one of

the measured images of that source. However, we note

discrepancy between the model-z and photo-z of some

of the sources and discuss them here.

The most problematic discrepancy is for source 9. The

HST colors and both the HST and HST+Spitzer photo-z

PDFs rule out redshifts above 6, and the photo-z solu-

tions of the two different images of the same source are

in agreement. However, when the redshift of this sys-

tem is set as a free parameter with a flat prior and no

upper limit, all the lens models, including the “bridge”

model, favor an extremely high redshift (z ∼ 9), albeit

with large uncertainty. System 9 is a pair of images that

closely straddle the critical curve. Such systems, if their

spectroscopic redshift is known, can be excellent con-

straints, since they tightly constrain the location of the

critical curve. On the other hand, when the redshift of

such a pair is unknown, only the position of the criti-

cal curve is constrained but not its redshift. Based on

the colors and photo-z estimates for this source, we rule

out the z ∼ 9 solution. To examine the effect of this

wrong solution on the lens model results, we computed

a separate model with the redshift of system 9 fixed at

z = 5.75, the most probable photo-z of image 9.1 from

the HST+Spitzer EAZY photo-z analysis.5 The outputs

of the resulting model are not significantly different from

models that leave this parameter free. Motivated by this

examination, in our final model, we set the upper limit

of the redshift of system 9 to z ≤ 6.

Sources 14 and 16 appear to be discrepant with the

HST PDF, however, the HST+Spitzer photo-z increases

the likelihood at higher redshifts, and their probability

distributions do not rule out the model-z. Moreover,

system 14 is faint (mag ∼ 28 - 29) and classified as

bronze, rendering the disagreement less concerning.

Source 7 (bronze): both photo-z analyses favor higher

redshift solutions for this source, z > 3.5, while the

model-z converges to z ∼ 2.2. The region in which this

source appears is well constrained by images of sources

12 and 13, and for 7.1 and 7.2 to be images of the same

source it must be at lower redshift than 12 and 13. If

the photo-z is correct, this source may be misidentified,

as already suggested by its classification as bronze.

5 The HST BPZ analysis yields zphot ∼ 5.4, thus this galaxy
was not included as a high-z candidate in Salmon et al. (2017).

The photo-z PDFs of several systems, including sys-

tems 8 and 17 on the opposite side of 9 and 14, indicate

several solutions spanning a large range. Some of these

solutions favor a higher redshift than predicted by the

lens model. However, we cannot make definitive diag-

nostic conclusions for such systems.

Finally, we note that the photometric redshifts that

were estimated from the HST data alone were calculated

using the BPZ algorithm, and HST+Spitzer photometric

redshifts were calculated with EAZY. While a thorough

comparison of photometric redshifts is beyond the scope

of this paper (e.g., Salmon et al. 2017), we show in Fig-

ure 8 in the appendix a similar comparison using the

EAZY algorithm for both the HST and HST+Spitzer

photometric redshifts.

5. HIGH-REDSHIFT PREDICTIONS

During the first year of JWST science operations, at

least 13 galaxy clusters will be observed in GTO and Di-

rector’s Discretionary Early Release Science (DD-ERS)

programs (PIs Windhorst, Willott, Stiavelli, Rigby,

and Treu) using all four JWST instruments: NIRCam,

NIRISS, NIRSpec, and MIRI. These observations will

include Near Infrared Camera (NIRCam) imaging to

various depths for all 13 clusters. MACS J0417.5−1154

will be targeted by JWST in its first year of science op-

erations by the Guaranteed Time Observations (GTO)

program Canadian NIRISS Unbiased Cluster Survey

(CANUCS; PI Willott).

We use our lens model and UV luminosity functions

from Mason et al. (2015) to predict numbers of objects

observable by JWST at 8 < z < 16, before and during

the epoch of reionization. We also explore expectations

for the HST RELICS observations that yielded 321 can-

didates with photometric redshifts zphot ∼ 6 − 8 in 46

cluster fields, but none from this cluster (Salmon et al.

2017).

Observing the high-redshift universe behind a clus-

ter offers a boost in sensitivity to lower luminosities,

but diminishes the field of view (FoV). In Figure 5, we

demonstrate how the effective observed FoV of 2.′2×2.′2

(4.8 arcmin2, or one of the two modules observed by

the JWST/ NIRCam), is affected by gravitational lens-

ing. In this figure, the magnification map for a source

at z = 16 is ray-traced through the best-fit model to the

source plane. This transformation reveals the spatial

extent of the background area covered by such an obser-

vation, resulting in an unlensed observed high-z area of

1.3 arcmin2.

Figure 6 shows the expected cumulative num-

ber counts (not accounting for incompleteness) for

MACSJ0417, or a galaxy cluster with similar lensing
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Figure 3. Redshift probability distribution functions (PDFs) of the multiply-imaged galaxies used as constraints in the lensing
analysis. The blue lines represent photometric redshift PDF estimates from BPZ using the seven HST bands (dotted lines) and
from EAZY using the seven HST and two Spitzer bands (solid lines). The red shaded distributions are our lens model estimates
based on MCMC sampling of the parameter space. The red vertical dashed lines show the best fit value model-z for each
system. The light orange shaded areas are predictions from the fiducial (“silver”) lens model for images that were not used to
constrain this model. This applies to the bronze systems, 7 and 14, and for system 10 when the counter image 10.3 is included.
Systems 1, 2, and 3 have spectroscopic measurements for their redshifts shown as vertical black dashed lines. The dark gray
shaded area marks the redshift range in front of the cluster (z < 0.443). The light gray shaded area marks the redshift range at
0.443 < z < 0.8, for which sources 4 – 17 could not be strongly lensed. The numbers in each panel correspond to the multiple
image identification numbers as reported in Figure 1 and Table 2. An asterisk marks the bronze galaxies. See Section 4 for a
detailed discussion.

strength, as a function of magnitude, for magnified

galaxies at z = 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, and 16 within the

FoV of a single NIRCam module (roughly aligned with

the WFC3IR FoV). We adopt blank field luminosity

functions from Mason et al. (2015) due to its ability to

predict density at any redshifts. The faint end slope

of this luminosity function increases from α = −2.1 at

z = 8 to α = −3.5 at z = 16. Such steep faint end

slopes would mean many small, faint galaxies magnified

into view by lensing, and significant efficiency gains for

strong lensing to discover the first galaxies with JWST.

Cluster observations programmed in the first year of

JWST will typically reach a magnitude of about 29 AB

or fainter. From Figure 6, we expect that at this magni-

tude limit this field hosts three lensed galaxies at z = 10,

and less than one galaxy in each of the higher redshift

bins, not accounting for detection efficiency and incom-

pleteness. Observing of order of a dozen clusters should

yield galaxies as distant as z = 12 and a substantial

sample of high-z galaxies at the epoch of reionization.

In Figure 7, we compare the lensing strength of

MACSJ0417 to other clusters from the RELICS pro-

gram with lens models available on MAST, including

those published by Cerny et al. (2018); Acebron et al.

(2017); Cibirka et al. (2018); Paterno-Mahler et al.

(2018). The previous version MACSJ0417 lens model,

V1, which is available on MAST, predicts ∼ 20% higher

number counts for relatively bright sources (AB mag
25), and similar number counts for faint sources, giv-

ing an indication of the systematic uncertainties due

to spectroscopic redshift availability, and to different

modeling assumptions.

With the updated model (V2), we find that MACSJ0417

is ranked in the lower 25th percentile of these clusters in

terms of its lensing strength, however, as other RELICS

clusters, MACS0417 is among the most powerful lenses

known to date.

In a photometric search for z ∼ 6 − 8 galaxies in the

entire RELICS survey, Salmon et al. (2017) report 321

candidates, with a median of six candidates per field

and an average of seven, none of which are in the field

of MACSJ0417. From Poisson statistics alone, there is

a 4% chance that at least one of the 46 RELICS fields

would yield no z ∼ 6 − 8 candidates, given the average
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Figure 4. Top: Integrated mass profile within a circular aperture centered on the BCG. Our parametric approach enables us
to separate the different components of our mass profile. The profile labeled “total” represents our best fiducial model (i.e.
using gold and silver constraints). The profile labeled DM represents the cluster-scale dark matter halo (see section 3.3). The
1st, 2nd, and 3rd BCG labels represent the three DM potentials placed at the locations of the three brightest galaxies. Cluster
members represent the profile of all the cluster members galaxies except the brightest three. We find a ratio between the main
DM halo and the clusters members DM halo of about 100:1. Strong lensing constraints are plotted as vertical gray lines at
their projected distance from the BCG and to highlight where lensing constraints are observed. Where lensing constraints are
not available, the mass profile is an extrapolation. Weak lensing mass measurement from Applegate et al. (2014) is plotted as
a blue symbol. Bottom: Density profile of the mass in each annulus at a certain radius. The color coding follows the one in
the top panel. The dark-red shaded areas show the 68%-confidence interval statistical uncertainty for the total mass profile,
with the fractional error shown below each panel. We note that the small statistical uncertainties derived from the modeling
underestimate the true error, which is driven by systematic uncertainties.

of seven per field. Cosmic variance would increase this

likelihood somewhat (Trenti & Stiavelli 2008), especially

in a lensed field (Robertson et al. 2014).

However, our lensing analysis indicates that the lens-

ing strength of MACSJ0417 is not extraordinarily low

compared to other RELICS clusters for which models

are available. It is therefore odd that Salmon et al.

(2017) detected no zphot∼ 6 − 8 candidates lensed by

this field.

Quantitatively, the prediction for MACSJ0417, shown

in Figure 7, indicates that this field should host about

5.34 z ∼ 6 galaxies magnified to be at or brighter than

27 mag. The actual expected number would be lower,

due to incompleteness. A thorough investigation, in-

cluding completeness estimates, is required (e.g., Liver-

more et al. 2017) ; however, we can get a rough esti-

mate of the detection efficiency of Salmon et al. (2017)

for discovery of z ∼ 6 galaxies from their actual detec-

tion histograms. Salmon et al. (2017) discovered 211

candidates with F160W AB mag ≤ 27 in the zphot= 6

bin in all of the RELICS fields. From Figure 7, we ex-

pect there to be at most 300 galaxies at z = 6 with

observed AB magnitude below 27 within the same ob-

served area. A comparison of the number of candidates

observed to the predicted number, implies an estimated

average efficiency of at least 70%. Assuming this effi-

ciency we would have expected Salmon et al. (2017) to

find at least 5.34×70% = 3.74 galaxies in this range be-

hind MACSJ0417. Assuming small-number statistics,

the zero detection is discrepant with this estimated ex-

pectation (for example, Poisson statistics would give a

range of 1–8 at 95% confidence level). The low number
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Table 3. Candidate Lens Models and Best-Fit Parameters

Model name Component ∆α a ∆δ a ε b θ σ0 rcut rcore

(Fit statistics) – (′′) (′′) (deg) (km s−1) (kpc) (kpc)

Silver constraints DM 6.2+1.0
−0.8 9.1+1.3

−0.9 0.78+0.01
−0.01 54.2+0.2

−0.3 1299.1+16.9
−21.4 [1500.0] 32.8+1.4

−1.2

rms = 0.37′′ 1stBCG [0.0] [0.1] [0.64] [60.5] 587.5+2.7
−9.3 28.5+13.2

−3.4 1.2+0.2
−0.2

BIC = 150 2ndBCG [47.8] [69.6] [0.35] [74.1] 367.5+14.7
−18.5 70.6+18.2

−11.5 0.5+0.4
−0.3

3rdBCG [46.9] [48.4] [0.16] [50.6] 256.5+9.9
−13.9 74.9+17.3

−24.1 0.2+0.7
−0.1

L∗ Galaxy – – – – 119.8+9.7
−12.0 – –

– – – – – – – – –

Bronze constraints DM 6.8+0.4
−0.4 9.6+0.6

−0.5 0.77+0.02
−0.01 54.1+0.3

−0.3 1284.2+29.7
−35.5 [1500.0] 34.0+0.4

−1.0

rms = 0.37′′ 1stBCG [0.0] [0.1] [0.64] [60.5] 597.0+3.5
−8.7 41.0+20.9

−16.3 1.6+0.2
−0.2

BIC = 164 2ndBCG [47.8] [69.6] [0.35] [74.1] 394.8+4.9
−15.1 55.4+13.9

−13.9 1.0+0.2
−0.3

3rdBCG [46.9] [48.4] [0.16] [50.6] 267.0+17.2
−8.0 50.9+21.6

−10.6 0.7+0.7
−0.2

L∗ Galaxy – – – – 116.0+9.9
−17.1 – –

– – – – – – – –

Bridge model DM 4.7+2.2
−1.8 4.2+4.4

−1.7 0.78+0.02
−0.04 53.3+0.4

−1.0 1037.0+33.0
−136.3 [1500.0] 24.5+2.0

−6.1

rms = 0.36′′ bridge 14.6+1.8
−4.4 40.0+0.1

−1.6 0.8+0.25
−0.06 51.9+37.9

−4.9 692.9+126.7
−104.6 [1500.0] 45.9+10.1

−3.8

BIC = 172 1stBCG [0.0] [0.1] [0.64] [60.5] 579.0+14.2
−20.5 36.8+11.7

−5.0 0.9+0.3
−0.2

2ndBCG [47.8] [69.6] [0.35] [74.1] 379.7+16.0
−8.8 62.1+16.7

−8.8 0.5+0.2
−0.1

3rdBCG [46.9] [48.4] [0.16] [50.6] 298.9+12.7
−15.5 120.7+2.5

−21.3 1.5+0.0
−1.1

L∗ Galaxy – – – – 94.4+10.8
−11.9 – –

– – – – – – – – –

a ∆α and ∆δ are measured relative to the reference coordinate point: (α = 04:17:34.6925 , δ = -11:54:31.9356)
b Ellipticity (ε) is defined to be (a2 − b2)/(a2 + b2), where a and b are the semi-major and semi-minor axes of the ellipse
c Quantities in brackets are fixed parameters
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Figure 5. Delensed image of the MACSJ0417 magnifica-
tion map for sources at z = 16, showing the source-plane
area (1.3 arcmin2) lensed into the 2.′2× 2.′2 field of view (4.8
arcmin2) covered by a single NIRCam module. The color
scale shows magnification in magnitudes. Beyond z = 7,
the delensed map does not differ significantly from the one
presented here.

of candidates in this field could be a result of lower-than-

average density of galaxies at this location due to cosmic

variance. However, the discrepancy merits a reanalysis

of this particular field.

As can be seen in Figures 3 and 8, some of the EAZY

photo-z PDFs favor z > 5.5 solutions for some images.

A preliminary BPZ reanalysis of this field puts source 9

slightly above zphot= 5.5, which would increase the num-

ber of candidates in this field to two z ∼ 6 candidates.

Therefore reducing the disagreement between prediction

and detection.

An analysis of this field and all RELICS fields based

on the combined HST+Spitzer photometry is in progress

(Strait et al. in preparation). Adding the Spitzer pho-

tometry could remove some of the degeneracies and im-

prove the photometric redshift estimates.

6. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

We present a strong lens model of MACS J0417.5−1154,

updating the model previously released by the RELICS

collaboration. This cluster was selected for the RELICS

program for its promising lensing capabilities. We iden-

tified 57 lensed images belonging to 17 background

sources. We also report lensing candidates that were

not reliable enough to be used as constraints, but are

nevertheless of potential interest for further study by

current or upcoming facilities such as JWST. This study

Figure 6. Cumulative number counts (not accounting for
incompleteness) of galaxies expected at z ∼ 6, 8, 10, 12, 14,
and 16 in a 5 arcmin2 blank field (dashed lines) and lensed
field (solid lines) based on luminosity functions from Mason
et al. (2015) and our lens model of MACSJ0417. The black
line very roughly assumes a 1 Msec program could detect
galaxies with AB mag 32.2 in a single deep field, and that
the flux limit scales with sqrt(exposure time) if that 1 Msec
is spread across a larger area. We expect strong lensing clus-
ters such as these to deliver significant efficiency gains in
discovering the first galaxies with JWST, especially if lumi-
nosity function faint end slopes are as steep as predicted by
Mason et al. (2015).

and the companion paper Jauzac et al. (2018) represent

the first published strong lensing analysis of this cluster.

Our strong lensing analysis compares models based

on constraints with different levels of reliability (silver

and bronze) and the complexity of the lens plane mod-

eling including a bridge of matter between the two main

structures seen in the data. Our analysis reveals that the

addition of a bridge potential, while giving a lower rms

does not satisfy our BIC criteria. Therefore we keep a

fiducial model constrained by our silver sample with no

potential acting as bridge of matter between substruc-

tures of the cluster.

We report for this cluster an Einstein radius of

θE '22′′ at z = 9. From our strong lensing mass mod-

eling we measure a total projected mass within 200kpc

of M(200 kpc) = 1.78+0.01
−0.03 × 1014M�. Using the para-

metric capability of our modeling we estimate the mass

ratio between the large scale halo and the galaxy halos

to be of order 100:1. Extrapolating the mass model to

large projected radius, we find an extrapolated mass at

1.5 Mpc of M(1.5 Mpc) = 12.88+0.16
−0.51 × 1014M�. Despite

the limited ability of strong lens models to measure the

mass beyond the strong lensing constraints, this value
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Figure 7. Expected number counts (not accounting for in-
completeness) of z = 6 galaxies in blank fields (dashed line)
or lensed by RELICS clusters according to our models (solid
lines). The first RELICS V1 lens model of MACSJ0417 (dark
blue line) is shown to have about average lensing strength
compared to other RELICS clusters, whereas the new V2
model in this paper (black line) is among the 25% weak-
est lenses. All expectations are scaled to the full area of
213 arcmin2 covered on the sky by RELICS. The public lens
models were derived with various methods: Lenstool (Kneib
et al. 1996; Jullo et al. 2007), Zitrin-LTM (Broadhurst et al.
2005; Zitrin et al. 2015), and GLAFIC (Oguri 2010).

is within 3σ of the mass M500 = (1.89± 0.25)× 1015M�
measured by weak lensing analysis (Applegate et al.

2014).

We examine the agreement between photo-z and

model-z for the sample of lensed images selected in

our study. There is a general agreement when the low-z

solutions for the photo-z are excluded. System 7 might

be a mis-identification. The agreement with system

12 and 13 benefits from the reduced range of system

9 induced by the initial disagreement with photo-z. A

detailed study of the influence of the algorithm or the

dataset is beyond the scope of this paper, as it would

need more spectroscopic redshifts to be used as bench-

mark to remove biases in this comparison.

Our previous model of MACSJ0417 suggested its lens-

ing strength was about average among all RELICS

clusters modeled to date (all of which are powerful

lenses). Our new lens model presented here suggests

MACSJ0417 is in the lower 25th percentile of RELICS

clusters. Still the lack of any zphot∼ 6− 8 candidates in

this field is at odds with the expected number, estimated

from the lensing magnification of this field, assumptions

on the high-z luminosity functions, and our estimate of

the average detection efficiency of Salmon et al. (2017).

We attribute this primarily to cosmic variance, but we

will reanalyze this field and perform completeness simu-

lations to determine if there is some other reason besides

cosmic variance for the low yield of high-z candidates.

MACSJ0417 is still expected to be an excellent lens in

upcoming JWST GTO observations to discover fainter

and higher redshift candidates. Strong lensing clusters

will continue to deliver significant efficiency gains toward

discovering high-redshift galaxies and the first galaxies

with JWST.
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Table 4. List of candidate lensed
galaxies

ID R.A. Decl.
J2000 J2000

c18.1 64.40084583 -11.91028778

c18.2 64.40074167 -11.91053000

c19.1 64.38539166 -11.90097528

c19.2 64.38445834 -11.90156944

c20.1 64.39867042 -11.91895096

c21.1 64.40059584 -11.91285222

c21.2 64.39874584 -11.91455333

c22.1 64.39631667 -11.91718722

c22.2 64.39631667 -11.91718722

c23.1 64.38672916 -11.90686278

c23.2 64.38670763 -11.90698944

c24.1 64.39396249 -11.91067667

c24.2 64.39380000 -11.91072361

Note—

APPENDIX

A. CANDIDATE MULTIPLE IMAEGES

We provide a list of candidate multiple images that were discovered in this work. These galaxies were not deemed

reliable enough to be used as constraints. If confirmed with deeper observations, they could become useful lensing

evidence to constrain areas in the field that are currently under-constrained. Table 4 lists the candidate IDs and

coordinates. They are plotted in Figure 1.

B. EASY PHOTO-Z ESTIMATES

The photo-z estimates that were used in this analysis are computed with two different algorithms, the HST-only

analysis was done with BPZ and matches the catalogs that are publicly available on MAST. The HST+Spitzer analysis

uses EAZY. In this appendix, we repeat the comparison between model-predicted redshift PDFs and those of the photo-
z estimates, using EASY for both sets of photo-z measurements (see Figure 8). The same HST photometric catalogs,

also available on MAST, were used in all cases. We find that the choice of photo-z algorithm does not significantly

change our conclusion that the photometric redshifts and model redshifts are generally in good agreement.
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Figure 8. Same as Figure 3, but here both the HST-only and HST+Spitzer PDFs are computed with the same algorithm,
EAZY. While there are some differences between the EASY and BPZ outputs, choosing one algorithm over the other does not
change the results of this paper.


